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THE FITNAH OF THE
ASTRONOMERS AND THEIR
MUNAAFIQ FOLLOWERS
Among the fitan (plural of fitnah) of these times in close proximity to Qiyaamah
is the fitnah of hilaal predictions by astronomers who are of the ilk of astrologers
(fortune-tellers). Among the ulama-e-soo’ fraternity such as the MJC and NNB
jamiat outfits, there are moron sheikhs and stupid molvis who tag along and
accept the predictions of the astronomers as if their views are on par with Wahi.
Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) had commanded the Ummah to search
for the crescent moon at the end of the 29th day of the Islamic month. If the
moon is not sighted, the month will be 30 days. This is the clear and simple
teaching of the Shariah which nobody, no institution and no science followed by
morons and atheists can override.
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While the Shariah’s criterion is Rooyat-e-Hilaal (Sighting the Moon), the
criterion of the morons is the age/birth of the moon. When in terms of their
moronic science the moon will not be visible due to its sapling age, there is no
need to ‘waste’ time sighting it at the end of the 29th day. This is tantamount to
kufr.
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Nowadays these moron astronomers with their stupid predictions indirectly
encourage Muslims to discard the command of Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) in favour of their effects of astrology. They imply that astronomy has
rendered the Shariah antique, hence there is no need to submit to the command
of our Nabi (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam), which by implication of the morons
was meant for bygone eras.

Regardless of the moon’s age, even if it is one hour old, it remains Waajib Alal
Kifaayah for Muslims to search for the Hilaal at the end of the 29th day.
Allah Ta’ala has the power to make it visible regardless of its age.
With their moronic predictions, the moron astronomers create fitnah in the
community. They divert the focus of ignorant Muslims from the Shariah. They
have dinned into the ears of the morons of the NNB jamiat the satanism of
confusion with Venus as if Muslim sighters of the moon are so stupid as to be
unable to distinguish the hilaal from other heavenly bodies despite the vast
difference in the forms of the hilaal and other bodies such as Venus, etc.
If at the end of the 29th day, a sighting is reliably reported by reliable Muslims,
such sighting shall be accepted and will be binding regardless of the age of the
moon and regardless of the predictions of the moron astronomers. Thus, if an
Aadil sighter reports his sighting, it shall be accepted and have Shar’i credence
and force even if the astronomers claim that sighting was not possible.
The community should ignore the rubbish predictions and moronic views of the
juhala astronomers. The imperative need is to submit to the Shariah. The rules of
the Shariah are extremely simple. If everyone adheres to the Shariah, there will
be no problems and confusion. Astronomers and the moron molvis following
them are fitnah mongers. Their ideas are tantamount to kufr. They find it
loathsome to follow the simple procedures of the Shariah, which they by
implication convey to be deficient and not fully applicable to this age in which
morons in the form of ‘scholars’ abound.
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The Shar’i process is to search for the hilaal at the end of the 29th day even if the
moon is one hour old, and to hell with what the moron astronomers say.

